A function p which assigns to each ring R an ideal pR of the ring is called a radical function in the sense of Amitsur and Kurosh [1; 5] if it has the following properties:
Rl: If φ: R -+ S is a ring epimorphism and ρR = R, then pS = S. R2: ρ(ρR) = pR for all rings R and if pi = I for any ideal / of jβ, then / s pR.
R3: ρ(R/ρR) = 0 for all rings R.
If p is a radical function, then the ideal pR is called the radical of R. If pR = R for some ring R, then R is called a p-radical ring while if pR = 0 we call R a p-semisimple ring. If / is an ideal (right ideal) of a ring R y then I is called a p-radical ideal (right ideal) if / is a ^-radical ring. Now let p(x) and q(x) be polynomials with integer coefficients. An element r of a ring R is called (p; q)-regular if re p(r) Rq(r) , that is, r -p(r)sq(r) for some se R where an integer multiple of a ring element has its usual meaning. If every element of an ideal / of R is (p; g)-regular, that is, if r e p(r)Iq(r) for all re I, then / is said to be a (p; q)-regular ideal. Examples of (p; #)-regularity are quasiregularity, (x + 1; 1) [4] , von Neumann regularity, (x; x) [7] and strong regularity, (x 2 ; 1) [2] . LEMMA 1. If I and R/I are (p; then R is (p; q) 
regular, r -p(r)sq(τ) -p[r -p(r)sq(r)]tq[r -p(r)sq(r)] for some t e I. Moreover there exist u, ve R such that r -p(r)sq(r) = p[r -p(r)sq(r)]tq[r -p(τ)sq(r)\ = [P(r) -p(r)u]t[q(r) -vq(r)]
or r = p(r)(s + t -π£ -ίv + utv)q{r). Therefore R is (p; g)-regular. LEMMA 2, 1/ I and J are (p; q) 
Then r e{p r {x)Rq\x)) implies r ep\r)Rq f {r) and, by Corollary 2, R = p\r)Rq\r).
Now r e p(r)Rq(r) and R = p'(r)Rq'(r) implies r ep{r)p r (r)Rq r {r)q{r).
The product polynominals ί>(aj)j)'(α;) and g(α;)g'(x) have constant terms 1,
In what follows we shall determine a canonical representation for all linear semiprίme (p; q) radicals, that is, (p; q) radicals determined by integral polynomials p(x) and q(x) which are products of linear polynomials having constant term 1.
Proof. Let r e ((ax + ΐ)(bx + 1)R). Then r = (ar + l)s for s e ((ax + l)(bx + ΐ)R) .
Thus r = (αr + l)(δs + l)ί = (δr + ar + l)ί = ((α + b)r + l)ί, where ί e ((CMC + l)(δa? + 1)22), implies that
Proof. By Theorem 3 we have ((ax + l) w i2) = ((αa? + 1)R). We shall now show that the converse of Corollary 4 is true. Proof. First, for r, se R define a circle product by r o s = r -\-s + αrs. Then (r ° s) o ί = r ° (s o t). Now if re ((αx + 1)12), then r o s = 0 for some s e ((ax + 1)12). Since s o £ = 0 for some t e ((ax + 1)12), we have that r -t and s o r = 0. Therefore, ((α# + 1)12) S (R(ax + 1)). A similar argument yields the opposite inclusion, hence equality.
We can now give a canonical representation for all linear semiprime (p; q) radicals. 
where [a, b] It is interesting to observe that ((x + 1); 1), the Jacobson radical, is the least element in this lattice. [3, p. 125] 
. Now r e I Π (p(x)Rq(x)) implies rel and r = p(r)sq(r) for some se (p(x)Rq(x)). Since the constant terms of p(x) and q(x) are 1 we have sel and In (p(x)Rq(x)) £ (p(x)Iq(x)).
It is easy to see that if the polynomial p(x)q(x) has x 2 as a factor, then (p; q) is also hereditary. Thus the radicals of von Neumann regularity and strong regularity are hereditary. The radical given by (xR) is not hereditary for if R is the ring of integers modulo 4 and I is the ideal {0, 2}, then (xl) = 0 while I n (xR) = I Γi R = I. 4. (p; q) radicals of matrix rings* Let R n denote the ring of all n x n matrices whose elements are taken from the ring R. We shall show that for all (p; q) radicals and all rings R the inclusion Proof. Let φ be the usual embedding of a ring R into the ring S with unity and identify R with φR, [6, p. 8] . Then S/R ~ Z, which implies that ρ(S/R) = 0. Therefore pS £ R and pS g pR. But since R is an ideal of S we always have pR £ pS, [3, p. 124] . Therefore pR = pS.
LEMMA 11. Lβέ /? 6e α^τ/ radical function satisfying (i) ^oZ = 0 and (ii) if S is a ring with unity, then p(S n ) £ (pS) n . Then p{R n ) £ (iί) /or αM rm#s i2
Proof. By Lemma 10 we can embed R as an ideal in a ring S with unity such that pR = pS. Therefore we have ^(JBJ £ p(
Proof. For the (1; 1) radical equality is obvious. Now consider all other (p; q) radicals except for the (x; 1) and (1; x) radicals. By Corollary 5, (p(x) Zq(x)) = 0. If S has unity, then (p(x)S n q(x)) = I n for some ideal I of S [6] . If re I, then rE n eI n and
where Mel n , m n eM and E n is the nx n matrix \e i3 \ where e n -1, e i3 -0 otherwise. Therefore r = p(r)mq(r) y for me I, which implies that IS (p(x)Sq(x)) and I n = (p(a?)S Λ g(a;)) £ (p(&)Sg(ίc)) Λ . Now Lemma 11 yields (p(x)R n q(x)) £ (p(x)i?g(^)) % for all (p; q) radicals except the (x l) and (1; 
Thus A G (xR) n and (a iej S (^)
.
R. L. Snider gave the following example to show that the inclusion ρ(R n ) £ p{R)n is not true for all radicals. Let σR be the upper radical determined by declaring GF (2) to be semisimple (In [3, p. 6] let M= {GF(2)}). Then since the ring of 2 x 2 matrices over GF (2) cannot be mapped homomorphically onto GF (2) , (GF(2)) 2 is not semisimple.
Finally we show that for all linear semiprime (p; q) radicals the opposite inclusion holds; hence we have equality. Proof, [cf. 3, p. 93] Let s e K and reR. Then sreK implies that sr = (asr + l)s' for some s f e K. It is easy to see that rs = (ars + 1)( -αrs's + rs), hence rs is (αx + 1; l)-regular. For meZ, t e R we have sm + si e iΓ. Since from above r(sm + si) must be (ax + 1; l)-regular, rsZ + rsϋ?, the right ideal generated by rs, is an i2) % = i4, therefore the radical of strong regularity shows that we cannot have the matrix equality for all (p; q) radicals. The Supporting Institutions listed above contribute to the cost of publication of this Journal, but they are not owners or publishers and have no responsibility for its content or policies.
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